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Composite structures are made from two or more constituent materials with significantly different physical
or chemical properties and they remain separate and distinct in a macroscopic level within the finished structure.
This feature allows us for introducing an optical fiber sensors matrix into the composite material. These sensors
can demonstrate stress distribution inside a tested material influenced by external tensions. Two types of the
optical fiber sensors, placed into one fiber simultaneously, are used as s matrix structure. One of them is based on
application of the Bragg grating structure written inside the core of the fiber. Longitudinal stress modifies changes
parameters of the Bragg grating and in the same, spectral characteristics of the light transmitted through the
fiber. The second one is based on application of highly birefringent fibers which under external stress introduce
polarization changes in the output light. These sensors placed into one fiber give a possibility to the measure two
external tensions separately.

PACS: 42.81.Gs, 42.81.Pa, 62.23.Pq

1. Introduction

Polarimetric optical fiber sensors based on highly bire-
fringent (HB) polarization-maintaining fibers have fo-
cused great interest for last decades [1, 2]. In HB fibers,
the difference between the phase velocities for the two or-
thogonally polarized modes is high enough to avoid cou-
pling between these two modes. Fibers of this class have
a built-in, well-defined, high internal birefringence ob-
tained by designing a core and/or cladding with noncir-
cular (mostly elliptical) geometry, or by using anisotropic
stress applying parts built into the cross-section of the
fiber.

The modal behavior of the lowest-order mode HB
fibers under various external deformations is of special
interest for sensors and device applications. A number of
physical quantities can be measured on the basis of HB
fibers: hydrostatic pressure, strain, vibration, tempera-
ture, acoustic wave, etc.

A symmetric deformation effect (X) influences the
propagation constant β in every mode because of the
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changes in fiber length L and the refractive indices of the
core and the cladding. In a single-mode regime, this leads
to changes in the phase difference ∆Φ = ∆βL between
both polarizations of the fundamental LP01 mode along
the fiber [1]:

δ(∆Φ)
δX

= ∆β
∂L

∂X
+ L

∂(∆β)
∂X

, (1)

where X stands for temperature (T ), pressure (p) or lon-
gitudinal strain (ε) defined as ε = ∆L/L.

The effect of longitudinal strain on mode coupling is to
modulate the relative phase retardation between the two
orthogonal polarizations in the LP01 mode. The general
formula describing the birefringence sensitivity to strain
can be expressed in terms of an experimental parameter
Tε describing the amount of strain ε required to induce a
2π phase shift of a polarized light observed at the output
as [3]:

∆β(ε) = ∆β0 + sgn
(

d(∆β)
dε

)
ε

2π

TεL
, (2)

where ∆β0
L signifies unperturbed modal (polarization)

birefringence of a fiber and the function sgn
(

d(∆β)
dε

)

has two values: +1 or −1 depending on the sign of the

(698)
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changes in the relative polarization birefringence with
strain and L is the total optical path of the fiber.

Under influence of the longitudinal strain the first term
on the right-hand side of expression (1) is negligible with
respect to the first, so that

δ(∆Φ) ∼= ∂(∆β)
∂ε

Lε =
∂(∆β)

∂ε
δL . (3)

Hence the phase changes of the polarimetric responses
are proportional to the absolute elongation ∆L and are
independent of the length L of the sensing region. Under
the influence of a longitudinal axial strain, Eq. (3) can
be approximated with the use of formulae (2) in terms of
the only experimental parameter Tε:

δ(∆Φi)
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= ∆βi
∂L

∂ε
+ sgn
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2π
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2π

T i
ε

. (4)

The main advantages of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)
over other optic sensor schemes are its low cost, good
linearity, wavelength multiplexing capacity, resistance in
harsh environments and transduction mechanism which
eliminates the need for referencing as in interferometric
sensors [4–8]. FBG sensor technology is now on the verge
of maturity after almost three decades of active research
and development in this field. Efforts are now concentrat-
ing on delivering complete FBG sensor systems including
front-end electronics.

The grating typically has a sinusoidal refractive index
variation over a defined length [9]. The reflected wave-
length (λB), called the Bragg wavelength, is defined by
the relationship

λB = 2nΛ , (5)

where n is the effective refractive index of the grating in
the fiber core and Λ is the grating period.

Fiber Bragg gratings can be used as sensing elements
in optical fiber sensors. In a FBG sensor, the measurand
causes a shift in the Bragg wavelength, ∆λB. The relative
shift in the Bragg wavelength, ∆λB/λB, due to an applied
strain (ε) is approximately given by

∆λB

λ
= Csε , (6)

where Cs is the coefficient of strain.
The stress-induced (ε) elongation of the sample in the

function of the deflection is given by following formulae:

ε = 6
sd

L2
, (7)

where s — deflection, d — distance between fiber layers,
L — length of the sample.

The change of the Bragg reflection in the function of
the elongation is 1.2 pm for 1 µε at 1500–1600 nm [9].

In recent years, many experiments and researches have
been carried out on laminated composites to obtain opti-
mal mechanical properties [10–17]. Composite properties

are highest in the orientation direction of fibers. In prac-
tical application, most of the structures are not loaded
in a single direction, it is necessary to orient fibers in
multiple directions. This demands evaluation of mechan-
ical properties for different fiber orientations. The fiber
weight fraction is an important parameter influencing the
mechanical properties of composites.

2. Materials and measurement system

We have introduced three fibers inside the composite
material separated differently from the central part of the
sample. The sample (Fig. 1) was 200 mm long, 25 mm
wide and 5 mm thick. The distance between fiber sensors
layers was set to d = 0.5 mm. The sample was made at
Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering, Warsaw
University of Technology.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the deflection measurements and
fiber optic sensors distribution in the composite
material.

Fig. 2. Measurement setup.

The wavelength and phase changes of the Bragg and
polarimetric sensors, respectively, are measured by using
a PAT9000B polarimeter. This system (see Fig. 2) al-
lows allows measurement of the Bragg wavelength shift
in both polarization axes and additionally phase changes
when the analyzer is oriented at 45◦ to both axes. Three
different fiber optic sensors were distributed in the com-
posite material as shown in Fig. 1. This allows us to mea-
sure stress distribution in the composite material. A laser
source operated at the wavelength of 1550 nm was used
as the input source. To introduce strain in the composite
material sample, the sample was bent by applying force
in the middle region of the sample. The average strain
experienced by the sample is calculated analytically [8].
The Peltier thermoelectric device for controllable tem-
perature changes was used.
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3. Measurement results

For some measurements two Bragg wavelengths are too
close to each other, so in the first step two orthogonal po-
larization axes in the sensing HB fiber have been found
and measurements where made separately for three po-
larizations simultaneously: both the Bragg sensors (po-
larization 0 and 90 degree is shown in Fig. 3) and the
polarimetric sensor (45 degree). When the light was
propagating along one polarization axis no temperature
sensitivity of the polarimetric fiber sensor was observed
and only the Bragg sensors were sensitive to temperature
changes.

Fig. 3. Typical difference in spectral characteristics of
unperturbed fiber sensor No. 7 observed for two ortho-
gonal polarization axes (fast and slow).

As it was shown in our previous papers [18, 19], the
sign of the bend-induced phase change reveals different
stress mechanisms induced in the composite material. It
appeared that position of the sensing fiber (below, in the
middle, or above the center of the sample) plays a pre-
dominant role in the stress-induced effects. Based on the
results reported in this paper, we have demonstrated that
the bend-induced phase change strongly depends on the
sensor position within the composite sample. As shown
in Fig. 4a, the fiber optic sensor system allows one mea-
suring stress distribution in the bent composite material.
Stress induced by fiber elongation measured by sensor
No. 4 was much higher than stress induced by fiber elon-
gation measured by the sensor No. 5. The sensors in this
composite material were placed in different positions (see
Fig. 1) so it was possible that the distance between lay-
ers of the composite material could not be uniform in
the whole sample. This might explain why we observed
small elongation difference between the sensors No. 4 and
No. 7. Temperature changes are almost uniform in the
whole cross-section of the sample. Results presented in
Fig. 4b show similar Bragg wavelength shifts in all three
installed FBG-based sensors.

Results obtained for two orthogonal polarizations give
additional information about differences between sensor
responses to the external perturbation. Since fiber elon-
gation increases birefringence in HB fibers (see Fig. 5b
and Eq. (2)) a difference between the Bragg wavelength
shifts will also increase for the Bragg sensors (Fig. 4a).
Additionally, the dynamics of these changes strongly de-
pends on the sensor distance from the middle of the
sample.

Fig. 4. Measured FBG wavelength shift in fast polar-
ization axis with applied strain (a) and temperature (b).

Fig. 5. Measured FBG wavelength shift difference in
both polarization axes (a) and birefringence difference
(b) with applied strain.

In HB fibers, with stress-induced birefringence mea-
surements show that birefringence decreases in function
of temperature (Fig. 6b). In this case the difference
between the Bragg wavelengths shift for the FBG sen-
sors (Fig. 6a) decreases. Additionally, dynamics of these
changes does not depend on sensor distance from the mid-
dle of the sample because temperature is uniform in the
cross-section of the composite sample.

Fig. 6. Measured FBG wavelength shift difference in
both polarization axes (a) and birefringence difference
(b) with temperature.

4. Summary

In this paper new experimental results of the stress
distribution inside the composite material measured by
FBG sensors written in HB fibers have been presented.
The FBG sensors distributed in the composite material
reveal information about both stress distribution and
temperature and differences in thermal and strain re-
sponses of these sensors give the possibility for simul-
taneous temperature and deformation measurements.
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